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Abstract 

  

Time is the main and conceptual matter in Architecture. The latter does not include an idea of
time as being a linear and cumulative sequel, but it masters it, by playing with time (by means of
the specific proceding of Art) in complex and deliberated maner. I do not see an opposition
between Ancient and Modern as it’s for stylistic and linguistic code, but I mean a tension
between some different and coesisting layers as in material and topological dynamics across sp
aces of Time
. That is the word of poets, the most opened sign (in the first and second Modern time) wich
makes it clearer the desire to go back to the Ancient time. It is as much arcaic/original/essential
(Baudelaire, Rilke, Borges, as Loos, Mies, Terragni until Rossi) as the lacerating conscience of
the irreparable lost of is sense (Gadda, Celan  as James Stirling). The Ancient is the deep layer
of time that the Modern tries to drive away however it is irresistibly actracted. It is not adhesion
to the 
historic time
but the instant and ecstatic touch of the 
pure time
of continuity that is line the perception of that deep layer suspending the fall-down:  and every
time it re-opens the possibility of sense.
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